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ABSTRACT

I begin this opinion piece by defining the two main sets of scientific publications, viz., mainstream/center journals and peripheral/small ones. I then analyze why multilingual peripheral scholars choose to publish their research results in English-medium journals and why they also often choose to publish them in domestic journals written in national languages. Because of the existing highly competitive journal publishing environment, I present a few measures that could be undertaken to allow multilingual peripheral researchers to increase their influence as global partners in the world of science.

In this new scientific landscape, national languages are playing an increasingly important role in many countries where academic reward systems take into consideration publications in domestic journals. Indeed, multilingual scholars across disciplines often resort to both English and national languages to facilitate national scholarly exchange of ideas and new knowledge dissemination (see, for example, Li, in press).

I will then propose a few measures that could be undertaken for these journals to play a more prominent role as global partners in the international scientific community.

1. Academic publishing: a hierarchical and competitive system

Competition rules in the world of academic publishing, and scholarly publications embody a great deal of power. They structure academic careers almost all over the world and in almost all disciplines. According to Guédon (2010), scholarly
journals fall into two categories divided by a wide gap: the first is made up of “mainstream” journals that originate in industrialized (also called “center”) countries, and the second consists of “small/peripheral” periodicals emanating from developing/ peripheral countries and/or emerging research centers. I shall briefly define each group.

1.1. Mainstream/center publications

The first group of publications is either referred to as “mainstream”, “center”, “high-ranking” or “elite” (Guédon, 2010; Salager-Meyer, 2008). These are indexed in the Science Citation Index, the Social Science Citation Index or the Arts and Humanities Citation Index, all published by Thomson Reuters. They are written in English, a language that, as Lillis and Curry (2013; 221) aptly put, “is not just the language of science but rather the language of the richer countries at the heart of scientific production and the language of the most prestigious journals”. The pressure to publish in these peer-reviewed elite outlets has grown tremendously worldwide over the past thirty years or so, and has been amply documented in research on English as an Additional Language (e.g. Harzing, 2013; Martinez, 2011). Although this emphasis on publishing in high-ranking English-medium journals may ease communication among scientists, it also creates problems for non-English-speaking countries because even if these countries’ scientists are able to read scientific articles written in English, they must still translate this knowledge into a national context.

1.2. Domestic peripheral journals

The second set of scholarly periodicals is generally referred to as “peripheral” or “small journals” (Canagarajah, 2002; Davis & Eisemon, 1989; Guédon, 2010; Salager-Meyer, 2008; Stegmann, 2007). The expression “small journals” has nothing to do with size or print run, but refers to those journals published in peripheral countries that are mainly absent from international databases (Guédon, 2010; Stegmann, 2007), such as the Science Citation Index, The Social Science Citation Index or their equivalents. Instead, they publish in these countries where the national language is English, these peripheral journals are mostly written in the researchers’ native language (e.g. Spanish, Portuguese, Chinese, Russian, Farsi, etc). However, in the search for better international visibility, and, as a consequence, of a wider international readership, some peripheral journals in Mexico, Russia, Serbia, Iran, South Korea and Brazil have switched to English (Kosanović, 2013; Lillis & Curry, 2013), while others have turned bilingual, i.e. they provide the full text English translation of the papers they publish.

Because over 85% of the world’s population lives in the 153 countries categorized as low- and/or middle-income countries, we can easily assert that there is a world of publishing that does not operate in English or emanate from English-speaking countries.

2. The multilingual peripheral scholar’s publishing in L1 and in English

Non-native English researchers face multifarious difficulties when writing their articles in English for their possible publication in mainstream journals. These difficulties have been extensively documented in the literature and are mainly language/discourse-related, such as a low level of basic academic writing skills, including rhetorical and argumentative skills (see, for example, Curry & Lillis, 2004; Ferguson, Pérez Llantada, & Plo, 2011; Flowerdew, 2013; Lillis & Curry, 2010). But in the specific case of non-native English speakers from developing countries, non-linguistic/discursive difficulties (e.g. poor infrastructure, sporadic and intermittent internet connectivity, electricity outages, scarce or non-existent material and/or bibliographical resources, low wages, etc.) add to the linguistic hurdles (see, for instance, Canagarajah, 1996, 2002; Englander, 2011; Salager-Meyer, 2008; Uzuner, 2008).

Non-native English speaking scholars are often required to invest vast resources of time and money to produce manuscripts that fulfill the expectations of these mainstream journal reviewers, board members and editors who are quite frequently based in high-income countries and have a good to excellent mastery of English (Harzing & Metz, 2012; Lown & Banerjee, 2006; Salager-Meyer, 2008). Moreover, many of these non-native English-speaking scholars grow frustrated by the high rejection rate of their papers submitted to elite journals (Coates, Sturgeon, Bohannan, & Pasini, 2002; Mur Dueñas, 2012; Shashok, 2008; Uzuner, 2008). However, the role of publishing in developing countries cannot be ignored. As Johns (2013: 18) reports, specifically referring to the English for Specific Purposes field (ESP), “there is much more happening in ESP than one would assume from examining international journals”. In spite of the generalized pressure to publish research outcomes in English-medium journals, scientists who live, work and write in peripheral countries often choose to publish their research results in domestic journals.

Indeed, because of the above-mentioned discursive and non-discursive barriers, “small journals” provide many scholars from Africa, Asia, Latin America, the Middle East, and Central and Eastern Europe with a platform for disseminating their work in their national languages to their national and regional scientific community. For example, Li (in press) interviewed a group of medical researchers from major teaching hospitals in China and reports that a majority of them choose to write in English because, for these hospital heads of departments, English-written papers count much more than Chinese-written papers, leading to both material and symbolic rewards. This corroborates the findings of previous research on multilingual researchers (e.g. Caramelli & Rocha e Silva, 2010; Flowerdew & Li, 2009; Li & Flowerdew, 2009; Petersen & Shaw, 2002; Shen, Jiang, & Zheng, 2010), also called “double agents” (Yanos & Ziedonis, 2006: 249), which disclosed that these scholars prefer to
submit their most original, scientifically robust and ground-breaking papers (whether in pure research or in practitioner-oriented journals) to English-written journals with a high impact factor.

Some of Li’s (in press) interviewees, however, also publish in Chinese in order to report their research results to the Chinese-speaking academic community and exchange their views with its members. In other words, the reason why some Chinese and other peripheral researchers publish in domestic journals is not simply for convenience but because they wish to engage in local research activities and reach their immediate (local) target readership who generally do not read English-written papers. As a consequence, publishing in domestic journals helps them not only to exchange ideas with national/regional colleagues but also to spread their names in their national communities of practice.

Another powerful reason for publishing in national peripheral journals is that these journals allow local staff to achieve career promotion. Indeed, most of them are owned, funded and published by universities (the government sector), and they usually publish articles written by the academic staff of the publishing university (Guédon, 2010; Li, in press; Salager-Meyer, 2008). Referring to the national journals situation in Iran, Habibzadeh (2006b) argues that the major role of these local journals is to help the academic staff to get published to earn tenure and promotion. This opinion is echoed by Beall (2012) and Balaram (2013) about scholarly publishing in India and its neighboring countries, and by Duszak (2006) and Kosanović (2013) regarding the publications of books in the humanities and social sciences in Poland and Serbia.

The problem is that the quality of these “non-international” journals – that are frequently perceived as having a low level of challenge – has been questioned in a variety of geographical contexts. It is therefore urgent to improve their status so that they can contribute to the enhancement of universal knowledge and act as partners in the international scientific community. I hereafter propose a few measures that could be undertaken towards that goal.

3. Peripheral journals as scholarly partners: from locality to globality

3.1. Journal quality and unification

Instead of each department, school or postgraduate program at a university or each professional association having its own publications, peripheral journals could be co-published by national or regional professional associations with closely related scope of interests. Such a step would involve sharing publication costs and creating joint editorial boards. In other words, the editors of journals within the same field/with the same interest/addressing the same readership should discuss the unification of their representative journals so as to publish one journal only that would attract high-quality papers. Regular publication of a much lesser number of journals could then be achieved because the cost of publication would be reduced.

To increase the visibility of peripheral journals published in languages other than English, i.e. to upgrade them from the local to a global status, the solution, then, is not to launch more and more journals, but, on the contrary, to reduce their number and encourage researchers to publish in them. Journal editors should then ensure that the papers published are of excellent quality to allow their journals to attract stellar research written not only by national researchers (authors and readers) but also by foreign ones. Governmental agencies have their role to play too: they should provide adequate financial support and be aware that the strength of their national publications is important for the scientific growth and development of their country.

3.2. Websites and indexing

Editorial departments should also establish websites with excellent search functions, full text retrieval, and an online-reading system so that the papers published in these journals can be rapidly disseminated and fully exchanged. Better still, these websites could provide information in English that would help increase the journal influence. Apart from the initial costs of posting the material on a website, increasing online availability is cost effective since little additional expenditure is required to provide access to new users. These online versions of journals should be regularly updated to meet the ever-demanding criteria of major indexing organizations, such as the quality of the journal’s scientific guidelines, its publishing board, periodicity, punctuality, and number of articles published in a year. I am not only referring here to the Science Citation Index or the Social Science Citation Index, but also to such regional indexing systems as Index Copernicus (Eastern Europe), LATINDEX (Regional Cooperative Online Information System for Scholarly Journals from Latin America, the Caribbean, Spain and Portugal), LILACS (index of scientific and technical literature of Latin America and the Caribbean), REDALYC (Latin American, Caribbean, Spanish and Portuguese Scientific Journals Network), SciELO (Scientific Electronic Library on Line) whose aim is to promote free electronic publishing journals from developing countries.

Regardless of the database used, editors and publishers should give proper indexing a high priority because an inappropriate indexing can make it very difficult for researchers to locate a specific journal or article.

3.3. Research integrity: journal adherence to international guidelines

Adherence to the basic principles of sound scientific methodology (cf. http://www.consort-statement.org) and to general and field-specific guidelines on authorship could help curb problems, such as publishing misconduct, primarily plagiarism, conflict of interest, duplicate publications, and ghost and guest authorship. In that respect, the European Association of Science Editors guidelines (2011), now translated into 19 languages, could be mentioned in the journals’ own ‘instructions for authors’.
3.4. Internationalization: The role of English in the upgrading of peripheral scholarly journals

To cross national boundaries and embark on the ship of internationalization, a series of additional measures could be undertaken. Peripheral journals could be multilingual (bilingual or even trilingual) and publish papers written both in the regional language(s) (e.g., Spanish and Portuguese in Latin America) and in English. Non-English written papers should present some accurate referential information in English in the form of titles, extended abstracts and keywords (Morley & Kerans, 2013; Salager-Meyer, 2009). This is what Iranian and Chinese journals are increasingly doing (Habibzadeh, 2006a; Shen et al., 2010).

Since non-native English speaking scientists, particularly those on the scientific periphery, often have difficulties writing in English, journals should appoint language service providers specialized in academic writing who would work jointly with experts from various disciplinary fields (Benfield & Feak, 2006). The problem with journals that provide full-text translations of the articles they publish into English is a difficult one to solve because high-quality specialized translation is very expensive and takes a significant share of a journal’s budget (Piccoli & Procianoy, 2007). One possibility could be to translate into English a few selected papers, such as review/state-of-the-art articles.

As journals of high quality which observe internationally acknowledged peer review procedures and principles of research integrity, these journals would attract the attention of both national and foreign authors since these journals would be bilingual or trilingual. As Kosanovic (2013) asserts, when a Serbian journal achieves its goal of being indexed in the Web of Science, authors from other countries start sending their papers to that journal, thereby increasing its international audience. In other words, internationalization of authors, reviewers and editors should be encouraged (Caramelli & Rocha e Silva, 2010; Gasparyan, Ayvazyan, & Kitas, 2011; Uysal & Coker, 2011).

3.5. Educational issues

Universities, local learned societies, and journal editors should cooperate and together periodically assess the quality of the journals they publish. Through workshops and seminars, universities should also be responsible for training researchers, journal staff, and editors to become acquainted with the culture of academic publishing and written communication skills (i.e., the basic rules of academic reporting, the process of manuscript preparation, etc.) both in the scholars’ L1 and in English. This is all the more important because high-quality translation requires careful editing of the original language version in terms of clarity, consistency, and lack of ambiguity (Morley & Kerans, 2013).

Moreover, due to the importance of ethical publishing (Greineisen & Zhang, 2012; Scott-Lichter, 2012), promotion of good research conduct should be taught to authors, reviewers, and editors through seminars, workshops, and/or national/regional congresses so as to raise their general knowledge on publication ethics. In some places, indeed, unethical behavior may be due to cultural differences that lead to different interpretations of ethical issues, such as ghost writing and plagiarism (Habibzadeh & Markovitch, 2011). The sooner researchers become aware of such problems, the better. This is why graduate students should be a targeted audience as well. Universities and local professional associations should then design policies to deal with these issues.

Finally, editors, who play a crucial role in the quality of scholarly research and learned publishing, could act as educators or mentors by training novice journal editors and/or researchers and reviewers. Journals could also publish educational materials addressed to their potential contributors and reviewers by adjusting these materials to the needs of specific scientific communities.

4. Conclusions

Science is part of culture. It is not done in an ivory tower separated from the rest of society (Meneghini & Packer, 2007), and it is an essential source of knowledge for economic and technological development. The role of high-quality peripheral journals, which all face huge challenges a decade into the 21st century, is fundamental in that development. I posit that the journal measures I propose here will allow robust scientific achievements to be published in journals emanating from developing countries and will permit such journals to play a role in the highly competitive publishing environment. The inclusion of peripheral journals in international databases would provide them with more comprehensive coverage, bringing peripheral countries the recognition they deserve for their scholarly contribution. The problem of “lost science” (Stolerman & Stenius, 2008) would not be an issue any longer because the bi/trilingual presentation of peripheral journals coupled with the presence of extended English abstracts and keywords would allow the international scientific community to be aware of worthwhile peripheral insights and research results.
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